Introduction
Cancer is becoming a major health problem in India where about 56,000 new cases are estimated each year, which leads to more than 1,00,000 persons suffering from cancer every year. Pakmude (2000) reported that oral cancer is among the 10 common cancers. In the world approx 5-9 million new cancer cases are added every year. Out of these, there is high incidence of cancer of mouth/Pharynx in developed and developing countries like India where cancer patients, especially oral cancer are vulnerable to psychosocial and physical problems.

Objectives
Ø To determine the QOL of oral cancer patients in pre-treatment, during treatment and post treatment periods as measured by multidimensional quality of life Index - FACT-G.
Ø To compare the quality of life of patients measured, pre-treatment, during treatment and in post treatment period (just before discharge).
Ø To find out the correlation between different domains of QOL.
Ø To determine the relation between quality of life of oral cancer patients and the related factors (social support, symptoms distress).

Major Findings
Ø Majority of (70%+) of patient’s QOL scores were between the class interval of 40-59 in all the 3 treatment periods in surgery group. But in radiation group majority (55%+) patients scored between 50-69.
Ø One way analysis of variance showed significant difference in mean QOL score between three different periods in radiation group. $F_{(1,7)} = 8.854$, $P<0.01$ and not in surgery group, $F_{(1,37)} = 1.888$, $P=0.01$.
Ø In radiation group there was a significant difference in mean QOL score between the “pre and during treatment” $t_{(16)} = 5.08$, $P<0.01$ and “during post treatment period” $t_{(16)} = 3.29$, $P<0.01$, indicating that “during treatment period QOL score was least.”
Ø Both in Surgery and Radiation groups the difference in mean QOL score “during treatment and in post treatment period was not significant: $t_{(16)} = 1.67$, $0.60$, $P>0.01$ respectively.
Ø Inter-Correlation between the four subscales of QOL showed positive relation with each other and with the total QOL scores.
Ø The most common symptom causing ‘symptom distress’ was ‘chewing solid food’ in three different treatment periods of surgery and radiation group except in pre-treatment period of radiation group.
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During all 3 time period maximum percentage of subject had performance status in the range of 50-60 in both the groups except in radiation patients in post treatment periods, where maximum frequency percentage was in the range of 70-80 scores.

The combination of hope, symptom distress, social support, performance status, demographic and disease related factors in combination showed the maximum variance in QOL in surgery and radiation group of oral cancer patients (R² = 81.2%, 50.3% respectively) during treatment period.

Even in post treatment period the combination of hope, social support, demographic and disease related factors in combination showed the maximum variance in QOL in surgery and radiation group of oral cancer patients (R² = 58.3%, 70.5%, respectively) in post treatment period.

The maximum significant positive prediction of QOL was by the contribution of hope (β = 0.574, age of the patient (β = 0.546), in surgery group during treatment period and by social support (β = 0.551) in radiation group in post treatment period.

Symptom distress predicted QOL in negative manner in both the group i.e., increase in symptom distress decreased QOL.

Performance status and symptom distress predicted hope negatively.

Symptom distress predicted social support in positive direction.

The predictive ability of all variables were not significant but they had some predictive ability of QOL.

**Discussion**

The mean QOL scores were lowest in surgery and radiation group during treatment period. The findings of Kaasa, Masteekaas & Thurid (1988) in lung cancer patients in a 4 cycle period have also supported that patients’ physical status goes down during treatment period. It may be due to the stress and agony they undergo. Murray, Madsaa, Martin & Robbins (1998) in a study on H & N cancer patients found that QOL decreased during treatment. The QOL scores in post treatment period was increasing and this might be due to the absence of serious side effects, which is adequately supported by Rogers et al (1998).

Apparently, it was found that mean QOL score of radiation patients was worse than surgery patients. This improved QOL in surgery patient as explained by Urken, Moscoso, Lawson & Biller (1994).

All the subscale score in both the groups indicate that in post treatment period QOL did not reach beyond the pretreatment scores except in physical and social in subscale scores in radiation group and emotional subscale in surgery group, which reached higher than their pre-treatment scores. This may be due to their high premorbid QOL status, or time to assess the QOL may have been short. Hammerlid, Bjordal, Enquist, Jannert, Kausa Sullivan & Westin (1997) assessed QOL 6 times in 1 year suggesting QOL needs periodic assessment.

Functional subscale QOL was apparently restored better in surgery group than radiation group suggesting functional ability was impaired more in radiation patients. But Arai, Kawakita, Hida, Terashia, Okada and Yoshida (1996) found that radiation group had better working ability and Moore Parsons and Mendenhall (1996) showed that surgical resection of tongue resulted in better QOL than radiation patients.

Studies by Hammerlid et al (1997) Beyer & Calman (1994) Magnus (1994), found that “the ability to eat”- masticating functions were severely altered causing distress which is also the main problems in the present study subjects.

Increased hope scores in post treatment period indicate that patients were striving towards goal of recovery as commented by Barry (1996). But Vance Gregor and Coburs (1994) contradicted it. Sparanger et al (1996) also found that QOL depend on factors like age, disease stage and treatment modalities.

In the present study social support had significantly predicted QOL. It is supported by a study by Mathesson et al (1996). They showed that medical information social support predicted better QOL and psychological state.

**Implications**

**Nursing Practice**

Quality of life is very complex in nature so it needs to be further probed into, to explore all aspects of the phenomena as well as the factors that influence it. Based on the assessed, QOL care can be planned and imple
mented, evaluated and revised during various treatment periods. The subjective assessment of patients' satisfaction with life gives more valid and reliable information. The perceived benefits of the treatment patients undergo can be determined in terms of QOL. Concentrating on QOL allows nurses to target concerns and issue appropriate with respect to the patients.

A systematic and continuous assessment of patients for symptoms and dysfunctional responses will help the nurses to prepare the patients and plan specific interventions to meet the needs and improve QOL in patients. The identification of psychosocial variables causing decrease in QOL will help in implementing preventive strategies (Relaxation therapy, support group conferences, hope interventions etc.). Identification of performance status helps the nurses to assess whether the physical status of the oral cancer patients is stable or deteriorating.

Nursing Administration

While the basic curriculum of nursing includes only care of patients with common & general conditions, nurse administrators must provide continuing education or short-term courses to nurses. So that they can provide skilled care to oral cancer patients. Nurse administrator need to emphasize the need for not only having courses at post basic level but also create posts in clinical area for specialist nurses.

Nursing Research

Cancer clinical trials with the use of QOL tools will give a better picture on the effectiveness of treatment. So appropriate training and education in the principles and methods of QOL research need to be conducted. Based on this study area of QOL causing alteration to patients can be determined and this can act as a contributing factor for further research or to organizations already involved in QOL research in oral cancer patients.

Conclusion

It is concluded that assessment of QOL helps nurses to determine the area of concern. Majority of patients under study possessed below average QOL and their masticatory functions like chewing and swallowing were causing distress. Inspite of low QOL score majority of patients were hopeful in both groups showing a significant predictive ability to QOL in surgery group whereas in post treatment period in radiation group social support had significant predictive ability of QOL. Hence, it is concluded that hope and social support are important factors that influence QOL.
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